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SYNOPSIS 

 

The basic storyline is that of how the Orcs went from being essentially 

peaceful people in harmony with their world to demonically tainted beings 

capable of genocide. The story of the Orcs starts with a noble race, living 

peacefully on Draenor. The Orcs have coexisted with the Draenei for hundreds of 

years, ever since the Draenei arrived on Draenor fleeing from their ancient 

enemies. While the Orcs take pleasure in hunting animals and bloodlust, they are 

not killers and have a culture, family groups, and a belief system. But all that 

changes when the Burning Legion turns a key orc to their side, and he leads the 

orcs on a terrifying descent into madness.  

Orcs begins to leave their old traditions and starts to make armors, axes, 

swords, increasing training for battle intencity in order to attack Draenei. The 

elements which always help the shaman in casting spell and heal the wounded has 

no longer aid them. The ancestor no longer show up after they blame on Ner‟zhul 

to what he just did to his people. The time when Ner‟zhul fall come after Gul‟dan 

replace him unrespectfuly under command of Kil‟jaeden.  

The situation is getting worst when Ogre, the old enemy of Orc has 

become Orc‟s ally in banishing Draenei. And then under Gul‟dan command and 

Kil‟jaeden advisory, Orc is ordered to drink the Blood of Mannaroth, Mannaroth 

is demon. Then, Orc turns into an angry mobs, bloodthrist horde that wants the 

death until the last Draenei. They are not  a hundred percent succesful. Velen, the 

highest leader of Draenei plays his tricks. He ask some few Draenei to stay at their 
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last city to slain. Velen wants Orc think that they already banish his people to the 

last. And he is succeded. 

Only one clan stands apart, the Frostwolves. Their leader Durotan watches 

helplessly as the orcs are corrupted by demon. When Kil‟jaeden reach his goal in 

taking and using the Orc through Gul‟dan, Durotan getting frustated and starts to 

strengthen and act as stricken toward his people in the Frostwolf clan in order to 

keep save from global demonic corruption among Orcs. Not as easy as boiling a 

water, sometimes Durotan must take an order, especially when the order is point 

on his people of Frostwolf. He will not refuse it while death and exile for entire 

clan are the consequences. This is what we call a loyal in the wrong time at the 

wrong place. Durotan does not alone; he has Orgrim as his best and trusted friend 

since he was child. However, Orgrim is in the second position in his clan. And 

finally, after Kil‟jaeden abandon Orc in a miserable condition, a newcomer 

character named Medivh offers a solution which is building a portal. The portal 

leads the horde to the new land called Azeroth. From there, the story back to the 

narrator who is Durotan‟s son named Thrall. He is warchief and leads his people 

to the freedom. Freedom from human, elf, demons and for any other tirany.  
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